Start 2022 Right:

Create a Winning
Modernization
Strategy
IBM® i/Z is a legacy system that continues to evolve beyond the misconception of an
archaic and mystifying green screen interface. And with support from modern software,
that evolution includes the recognition of present-day languages and functionalities.
This approach to IBM i/Z sounds simple enough: modernize the green screens or build
APIs to integrate systems and create automation. But where to start? And which project
should you prioritize?
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Identifying and prioritizing
critical modernization
opportunities happens
through understanding
the following:

Your processes and workﬂows
How a user navigates through an application
What data are users calling, changing, etc.
The frequency with which a particular
workﬂow happens
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Why Process Discovery
is so Important
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Innovate quickly and smartly
Prioritize the most time-consuming
and frequently executed tasks

Retain valuable talent
Alleviate productivity lags, improve
workﬂow, and reduce employee stress

Innovate quickly and smartly
Prioritize the most time-consuming
and frequently executed tasks

Innovate quickly and smartly
Prioritize the most time-consuming
and frequently executed tasks

Boost productivity
Make modernization decisions that give employees
more time and space to work efficiently

3 Levels
of Workﬂow Visibility
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In the shadows
Higher level of visibility that uses advanced
tools to discover end-to-end workﬂow

Knowledge from expert workers
Visibility of a power user who knows
the optimal way to execute a process

Low-hanging fruit
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At-the-surface visibility that
is easy to discover

to Good Process
Discovery

Establish a proxy between workers
and applications to observe the
processes and workﬂows

Create a blueprint based on what
patterns the proxy recognizes within
different workﬂows
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Capture metadata with information on
the workﬂow frequency, triggers,
transitions, interactions, and more by
way of the proxy
Apply the information gathered to build
out a prioritized Intelligent Legacy
Automation and Modernization plan to
drive bottom-line results

Bringing it All Together
to Drive Bottom-Line Results

For over 30 years Rocket Software has helped customers
like you execute and deliver bottom-line value from their
modernization and automation plans.

Armed with an Intelligent Legacy Modernization and
Automation plan, you are ready for action. Make sure you ﬁnd
the vendor that will help you best execute against each step
in the Intelligent Legacy Modernization and Automation Plan.

Rocket modernization solutions include:
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Rocket® Process Insights for IBM i
End-to-end visibility on your IBM i
application workﬂows
Rocket® Process Integration
Connect your IBM i/Z applications
to the rest of the business

Automation
Prioritization

Rocket® Process Automation
Drive real ROI with IBM i/Z RPA
Rocket® Modern Experience
Deliver transformative user experiences

Automation
Execution

To learn more, read the full whitepaper
or speak to an expert.
Rocket Software empowers organizations to create legendary impact in the world
through innovation in legacy technology. With deep expertise in IBM Z, IBM Power, and
embedded database systems and application servers, Rocket solutions power tens of
thousands of global businesses, solving real problems and making real-world impact.

Speak to an expert
Read the whitepaper
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